AGI Announces Back-to-School Discounts for the Fall Semester

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — The American Geosciences Institute (AGI) announces back-to-school discounts on publications and electronic resources for the fall semester to assist educators, parents, and the wider geoscience community with virtual learning for students and those geoscientists still working from home.


The Earth Science Week 2020 Toolkit, featuring more than 30 materials exploring this year's theme of "Earth Materials in Our Lives" and additional geoscience topics, is shipping now to help you prepare for the October celebration. The toolkit is free and available for the cost of shipping and handling. Order for $8.50 for the first toolkit and $2.25 for each additional toolkit in the United States at https://www.earthsciweek.org/materials.

For more information on bulk ordering please email pubs@americangeosciences.org.

About AGI

The American Geosciences Institute (AGI) is a nonprofit federation of scientific and professional associations that represents over a quarter-million geoscientists worldwide. Founded in 1948, AGI provides geoscientists with access to scholarly information, serves as a voice of shared interests in the profession, plays a major role in strengthening geoscience education, and strives to increase public awareness of the vital role the geosciences play in society's use of resources, resiliency to natural hazards, and health of the environment.

AGI is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization dedicated to serving the geoscience community and addressing the needs of society. AGI headquarters are in Alexandria, Virginia.

The American Geosciences Institute represents and serves the geoscience community by providing collaborative leadership and information to connect Earth, science, and people.
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